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CONTEXT Models of sound assessment practices increasingly emphasise assessment’s formative role. As a result, assessment must not only support sound judgements about learner competence, but also generate meaningful feedback to guide learning. Reconciling the tension between assessment’s focus on judgement and decision making and feedback’s focus on growth and development represents a critical challenge for researchers and educators.

METHODS We synthesise the literature related to this tension, framed around four trends in education research: (i) shifting perspectives on assessment; (ii) shifting perspectives on feedback; (iii) increasing attention on learners’ perceptions of assessment and feedback, and (iv) increasing attention on the influence of culture on assessment and feedback. We describe factors that produce and sustain this tension.

RESULTS The lines between assessment and feedback frequently blur in medical education. Models of programmatic assessment deliberately use the same data for both purposes: low-stakes individual data points are used formatively, but then are added together to support summative judgements. However, the translation of theory to practice is not straightforward. Efforts to embed meaningful feedback in programmes of learning face a multitude of threats. Learners may perceive assessment with formative intent as summative, restricting their engagement with it as feedback, and thus diminishing its learning value. A learning culture focused on assessment may limit learners’ sense of safety to explore, to experiment, and sometimes to fail.

CONCLUSIONS Successfully blending assessment and feedback demands clarity of purpose, support for learners, and a system and organisational commitment to a culture of improvement rather than a culture of performance.
INTRODUCTION

Expectations for assessment in medical education have never been higher. The pressure on assessment has long been immense as sound assessments of medical learners serve the public interest. However, increasingly, definitions of sound assessment practices highlight their potential to shape learning. Although assessment of learning (summative assessment) remains critical, assessment for learning (formative assessment) has assumed greater prominence. This dual purpose means that assessment information should be used both to adjudicate learning outcomes and to generate meaningful feedback to learners that they can use to shape their future performance. Feedback, in this equation, is the catalyst that transforms assessment into learning.\(^1\)–\(^3\)

However, the emergence of learning from a cauldron of assessment and feedback can seem like alchemy. Conflating assessment and feedback can be problematic. Fundamentally, their purposes may seem at odds. Whereas feedback stresses development and learning, assessment stresses judgement and decision making. Mixing these distinct ingredients creates a risky recipe for learning. Managing that risk requires balancing the competing priorities and tensions related to assessment and feedback. The pressing need to reconcile these tensions is the product of a shifting research landscape that encompasses new ways of thinking about both assessment and feedback, increased scrutiny of the impact of our pedagogical approaches on learners, and heightened sensitivity to the imprint of culture on learning.

In this narrative review, we synthesise key literature related to assessment and feedback, with a particular focus on the points of convergence and divergence between these research conversations. The literature on assessment and feedback is vast and varied, and we have not attempted to be exhaustive in our coverage of that literature. Although our focus is the clinical learning environment in medicine, we draw on literature from across the medical education spectrum, and on selected work from outside the medical education domain.

THE SHIFTING ASSESSMENT CONVERSATION

The ‘assessment drives learning’ maxim is neither new nor specific to health professions education. Since the 1950s, education researchers have cautioned teachers that the examinations they devise will influence the student learning that occurs.\(^4\) Although the negative influence of assessment on learning received much of the initial attention, the potential of assessment to have a positive influence on learner behaviour was soon recognised.\(^4\) Assessment, it seemed, could be used strategically.

In the late 1960s, a distinction was made between summative and formative assessment, giving specific language to the ‘for learning’ purpose of assessment.\(^5\) Refining the notion of formative assessment, Sadler outlined three necessary conditions for a learner to engage with formative assessment: (i) the learner needs an understanding of the standard of performance to which he or she aspires, (ii) the learner needs information about the gap between his or her performance and that standard, and (iii) the learner needs a range of strategies to remedy that gap.\(^1\) Sadler stressed the central role of feedback in formative assessment, but also spoke of gradually freeing learners from dependence on the teacher by empowering them to grasp standards, make reflective comparisons with their own performance and take action.\(^1\)

Medical education’s embrace of formative assessment is a more recent phenomenon. Prior to the mid-1990s, medical education research was focused less on the potential learning value of assessments and more on their psychometric properties.\(^6\) Assessment’s role in predicting future professional performance was paramount. Assessment aimed to support decision making about learner selection, promotion and graduation to independent practice; given the high stakes of these goals, calls for research to enhance the psychometric robustness and predictive power of assessment strategies were made.\(^7\)

In 1996, van der Vleuten published a groundbreaking utility model for assessment, a model that remains influential.\(^8\) At the heart of this model were notions of compromise and trade-off. Reliability, validity, educational impact, acceptability and cost were seen as dynamic elements of utility; improvements in one sphere might come at the expense of another. van der Vleuten challenged designers of assessments to use their tools and approaches strategically to reinforce desirable learning behaviour. His model reflected a shifting view of assessment’s purpose; it acknowledged that assessment might be meant as either a judgement or a facilitator of learning, depending on the
circumstances, and that different elements of the equation might deserve more or less attention based on an assessment’s intended purpose. He cautioned, however, that compromise on educational impact should be minimised.8

In the over 20 years that have followed, leading assessment scholars have heeded this caution, proposing models of assessment that foreground its learning impact. Norcini et al.’s 2011 criteria for good assessment, for example, included the related elements of educational effect (the extent to which an assessment motivates those who take it to prepare in a way that is educationally beneficial) and catalytic effect (the extent to which assessment offers feedback to enhance learning), solidifying expectations that assessment should both support sound decision making and facilitate learner progress.9 Baartman et al.’s 2006 framework for evaluation of assessment programmes included both ‘meaningfulness’ and ‘educational consequences’ among its proposed quality measures.10

Just how useful is assessment as a catalyst for learning? Considerable research on test-enhanced learning supports the notion that regular injections of test-based assessment into a curriculum can enhance both learning and retention.11,12 Within medical education, testing of learners has been shown to positively impact their diagnostic accuracy,13 their clinical reasoning14 and their clinical application of knowledge.15 Whereas testing appears to enhance learning even in the absence of feedback, the addition of feedback to testing enhances its benefits by correcting errors and confirming correct responses. For this reason, calls for more frequent testing in medical education typically warn of the need to link tests with feedback to optimise their benefit.16 In the clinical settings that are so central to medical learning, however, the educational impact of regular testing in the form of workplace-based assessment is less clearly established, although learners and teachers may perceive a useful effect.17

This shift in the assessment conversation toward foregrounding its formative potential has played out against the backdrop of the competency-based medical education (CBME) movement. Competency-based medical education orients itself toward outcomes rather than processes, and thus demands rigorous and robust assessment.18,19 However, competency assessment is a complex business; trustworthy and holistic assessment of the behaviour of medical professionals requires a menu of assessment tools, strategically and coherently arranged. In response to this requirement, the assessment conversation has begun to shift further, away from individual assessment tools and their psychometric properties and toward assessment programmes that link multiple strategies to produce fulsome portraits of learner performance.20,21 van der Vleuten’s 2012 model of programmatic assessment reflects both of these shifts in thinking about assessment, and aspires to simultaneously optimise assessment for learning and assessment for decision making.20

Approaches to programmatic assessment de-emphasise infrequent high-stakes summative assessments in favour of very frequent low-stakes formative assessments.20,22 Taken individually, these formative assessment events are intended to serve a developmental purpose for the learner: used mainly for their learning and feedback value, they help learners to refine skills and build knowledge. Taken together, however, the formative becomes summative. Like pieces of a mosaic, each individual formative assessment contributes to a bigger picture; the collection of pieces serves as the basis for judgements about competence. Schuwirth et al. highlight the principle of proportionality in programmatic assessment: whereas low-stakes decisions might be based on single data points, high-stakes decisions demand multiple data points.23 Rarely, however, are data points zero stakes, a feature that may be troublesome in the translation of theory to practice.

THE SHIFTING FEEDBACK CONVERSATION

As the assessment paradigm has shifted, so too has the conversation about feedback in medical education. Although feedback has long been championed as foundational to learning,24,25 researchers have cautioned against taking its value for granted.26–28 Two meta-analyses of feedback interventions showed that although feedback does improve performance, its overall effect is modest rather than dramatic; in fact, in a substantial minority of studies included in these analyses, feedback was actually detrimental to performance.29,30 Hattie’s analysis of influences on student learning showed that feedback was among the most impactful of interventions, but even there the effect size was highly variable.31 Feedback clearly can be a powerful influence on student learning, but needs to be used with great care in order to fulfil its potential.
Enabling consequential feedback is thus recognised as a dicey proposition; as a result, feedback research has become increasingly self-conscious, exploring both the elements that make feedback meaningful and the hazards that make it fail. To be effective, feedback should be timely, specific, actionable and task-oriented rather than person-oriented. Learners are more likely to use feedback they perceive to be credible and constructive, and may discard feedback they see as lacking in these qualities. Credible feedback is typically informed by direct observation of learner performance and originates from a trusted source; constructive feedback contains an action plan that offers direction and guidance for the learner on how to improve. Uptake and use of feedback are challenging if it threatens learner self-esteem or self-image, or if it triggers strong, negative emotions.

Social, cultural and organisational influences can support or derail efforts to embed meaningful feedback in programmes of learning. Learning environments that afford regular opportunities for teachers to observe learners are more likely to nurture good feedback; in clinical learning environments, however, the pattern is more often one of teachers and learners working in parallel, with limited moments of direct observation. Education programmes that foster teacher–learner relationships also support quality feedback. Teacher–learner relationships based on trust create safety for learners to engage with feedback, which is especially important when that feedback is critical or corrective. Trust and safety do not simply materialise; they develop when there is clarity in the curriculum, for both the teacher and the learner, about the intent and goals of their interactions. Increasingly, the feedback literature advocates a coaching approach, which places the emphasis firmly on learner development. Coaching models thrive on longitudinal, trusting relationships between teachers and learners, where both are clear about the developmental intent of the interaction.

However, clarity about the intent of teacher–learner interactions is often lacking in medical education. The lines between feedback and assessment blur: teachers are often asked to both assess and coach a learner at the same time and around the same task. The combining of these roles is, in part, a response to a cultural imperative: in medicine, teachers are accountable not only to learners, but also to the profession and to the public. This dual accountability makes our linking of the roles at least understandable, even if it may not always be desirable. Yet, investing teachers with this difficult dual role evokes discomfort in both learners and the teachers themselves. Some have suggested that we should look for opportunities to divorce the roles of assessor and coach, and emerging evidence suggests that doing so may yield benefits in terms of perceived feedback quality. However, models of programmatic assessment, if not implemented with care, risk blurring the lines between assessor and coach further, with their seeming embrace of the notion that the same information, and experiences, can serve both summative and formative purposes.

**LEARNER PERCEPTIONS**

Another key shift has been the increasing research focus on how learners experience, integrate and use both assessment and feedback. Researchers have explored, for example, how learners’ goal orientation may influence their feedback-seeking behaviour, and how learners’ regulatory focus may influence their responses to feedback. Learners interact with assessment based on their understanding of its purpose. Although educators may have a clear notion that some assessments are intended to be formative whereas others are intended to be summative, learners’ perceptions do not always match educators’ intentions. Medical learners often perceive assessment with formative intent as summative. That perception may then interfere with the intended educational effect; for example, feedback that feels like assessment may not be reflected upon in the same way, and may not drive learner development as hoped. Bok et al.’s evaluation of a new competency-based curriculum in a veterinary medicine programme found that students had difficulty distinguishing their clinical supervisor’s role of coach from that of assessor; the use of standard assessment forms as vehicles for feedback tended to emphasise the assessment role of the teacher, and students became more reluctant to engage with formative assessments as potentially useful learning events. Bok et al. cautioned that when all data points contribute to a final summative decision, learners tend to perceive all data points as primarily summative. That perception can be problematic; as Roberts warned, learners might seek out more lenient assessors or more straightforward cases in response to the knowledge that formative moments contribute to summative judgements. Heeneman et al.’s exploration of student perceptions of programmatic assessment yielded...
similar findings: formative assessment was perceived as summative, and elements of the programme that signalled summative assessment, such as pass/fail decisions, hindered students’ acceptance of assessment as truly formative. 51

Harrison et al. noted similar challenges with efforts to embed feedback into high-stakes assessments. 48 When feedback was made available to students after an OSCE, it was taken up the least by those who had barely passed the test, exactly the group with the most to gain. Furthermore, post-OSCE feedback was viewed primarily as relevant to future summative assessments, rather than as relevant to future practice. Harrison et al. blamed a dominant summative assessment paradigm for learners’ general reluctance to engage with developmental feedback that arose from assessment events. 48

Recent research on direct observation further highlights the challenge of learner perceptions. Direct observation is fundamental to both trustworthy assessment and credible feedback. Learners, however, maintain some ambivalence about direct observation during their clinical education: they recognise that it has value, but also identify a certain discomfort with being observed that shapes how they respond. 52–54 For learners, being observed typically feels like being assessed. 55 Because they feel as if they are being assessed, they may alter their routines by, for example, interacting differently with their patient or adopting a checklist-style approach to their history taking and physical examination as if they were performing in an examination setting rather than just doing their clinical work. These alterations to the routine may create a performance that feels inauthentic to the learner: a performance geared toward doing well on an assessment rather than serving as the basis for feedback or coaching. When the performance on which feedback is crafted feels inauthentic, the feedback may ring hollow. 55

For learners, engaging meaningfully with coaching involves elements of vulnerability and risk. 56 They must be willing to make themselves vulnerable, putting their fallibility, their weaknesses and their struggles on display in order to gain feedback that will enable them to tackle these challenges and refine their skills. They must be willing to risk trying new ways of doing things, even dismantling some of their habits in order to reconstitute sounder ways of working. They must feel safe to fail. Yet failing in an assessment setting feels distressing and dangerous. When an assessment system seems oriented toward detecting and punishing incompetent individuals, Schuwirth and Ash wrote, learners will not feel supported to explore the boundaries of their knowledge, 22 although this exploration is exactly the kind of learning we hope to encourage.

Programmatic assessment holds that this discomfort might be overcome by ensuring that the stakes for each individual assessment moment are extremely low. The stakes are raised only when these moments are summed together. 20 Because individual moments are not weighty for learners, the idea is that they will be able to engage with them in the formative spirit in which they were intended, comfortable with the vulnerability and risk that doing so entails. We caution, however, that stakes are in the eye of the beholder, and that low stakes may not feel so insignificant for learners, particularly if they know they need to accumulate a certain number of ‘successful’ low-stakes assessments in order to progress.

**CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES**

Research around assessment and feedback has not only shifted its perspective from teacher to learner, but also from individual learner to learning culture. Learners’ individual experiences and perceptions are not readily untangled from the culture in which they learn; learners’ notions of the stakes of an assessment, for example, are shaped as much by the culture in which they are learning as by their individual perceptions of the assessment experience. Sociocultural learning theories posit that learning is not an individual pursuit, at least not entirely. Learning is not solely the product of an individual’s mind, but, rather, occurs as learners become part of a professional community, gradually adopting the practices, beliefs and values of that community. 57 Understanding how those practices and values shape the uptake, use and significance of assessment and feedback has begun to attract research attention.

Professions maintain distinct and sometimes singular approaches to educating their own. Shulman calls these approaches signature pedagogies; the routines that they embed tend to endure because they are deeply rooted in professional culture. 58 The education design decisions that comprise a signature pedagogy reflect the values of the profession. Shulman noted that signature pedagogies require periodic repair, particularly at moments of major change within professions. 59 Within medicine, the
rise of the patient safety movement, with its imperative to reduce errors, has provided a strong impetus to revisit our pedagogical routines, opening the door for new approaches such as CBME and programmatic assessment.60,61 These new approaches aim, in part, to support more consistent education outcomes, and to ensure that doctors entering unsupervised practice can really do all the fundamental things their jobs require.

Competency-based medical education and programmatic assessment demand attention to culture change, and to the system and organisational decisions that will catalyse that change. Eva et al. have called for an assessment system that recognises performance as continuous and dynamic, that guides learners while minimising threats to their self-concepts, and that embeds assessment in authentic work that reflects the practice domains into which learners are entering.3 Achieving this ideal is a tall order. Cultural challenges abound and are amplified, in fact, by our need to situate learning and assessment in the workplace.

Although the demonstrated value of test-enhanced learning adds weight to the ‘assessment drives learning’ ethos, the translation of this benefit to the clinical setting may not be straightforward. In most examples of effective test-enhanced learning, test performance is private and offers data that can shape learning by allowing a learner to calibrate his or her performance against a standard. Workplace-based assessments are different: performance is public and the stakes of underperformance for identity and professional confidence are higher. In the workplace, assessment can never be simply data; rather, workplace-based assessment is a complex social interaction.62

One key element of this social interaction is the concept of face, which encompasses both the self-image an individual wishes to project (positive face) and his or her desire to be autonomous and unimpeded (negative face).63 In social interactions people generally have a desire to enhance, or at least maintain, their face for themselves and others. We do this linguistically by using politeness strategies, such as by complimenting someone as a way to enhance their positive face, or apologising before asking a favour, to attend to their negative face.63 In medical education, our written assessments of learners abound with politeness strategies, especially ‘hedging’, suggesting that we view assessment as a face-threatening act.64 In a recent study of learners, a culture of ‘niceness’, although appreciated on many levels, was also perceived as an impediment to honest feedback.65 The strong desire to ‘save face’ serves a useful social purpose: to maintain harmony and to protect self-esteem. Thus, a tension is created between the necessity for politeness and the mandate to give and receive feedback. In this charged environment, we must ask whether our professional cultural practices are reinforcing the perception that feedback is high stakes, not low stakes, and that observation and coaching are actually assessment and judgement in disguise. Every observation, regardless of its intended stakes, may be an opportunity to lose face.

The widespread adoption of entrustment scales for observation-based assessment, including formative assessment, has been driven partially by the way the notion of trust resonates within medicine’s professional culture.66 Supervisors may not always know exactly how to dissect a learner’s performance or determine how a learner stacks up against the expected standard for his or her stage of training, but they know whom they trust, or so goes the reasoning. Trust, however, may be ‘our most influential social judgement’.67 Trust is meaningful in medicine because it relates to a willingness to share the heaviest responsibility in the profession: the responsibility to provide safe care that does no harm. Although the notion of entrustment is thus very attractive as an assessment outcome, we must ask whether it is equally suitable as a language for our formative assessment processes. When we use entrustment scales as vehicles for feedback, the messages contained within that feedback may inadvertently threaten self-esteem and identity, threats that are well known to diminish feedback’s effectiveness. In fact, whenever learners perform tasks infused with significance for their identity, assessment based on those tasks may feel summative, even if the intent is formative.3

RECONCILIING TENSIONS

Exciting research in recent years has moved medical education closer to an enlightened perspective on assessment and feedback. Robust assessment of learner competence and coaching for learner development are increasingly recognised as necessary partners in effective clinical education. The challenge is how to align these strategies so that they complement one another, rather than pulling in opposite directions. Attention to the cultural and organisational supports required to reconcile these tensions is mandatory.
Dannefer’s description of one medical school’s embrace of a new assessment culture highlights the organisational commitment required for this shift in thinking. Emphasising assessment for learning, and aiming for a shift in responsibility for learning from teacher to student, their examination- and grades-free approach was founded on four fundamental building blocks: (i) clear expectations in the form of well-articulated competency standards; (ii) frequent formative assessment; (iii) strong learner support in the form of a faculty advisor for each student, and (iv) learner responsibility, in the form of a learning portfolio that the learner maintains.56 Students reported engaging with a reflective, developmental approach to learning, albeit after some initial culture shock.68 On external measures of performance, such as the US Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE), students have performed as well or better than students in more traditional curricula.69 As this example shows, culture change requires much more than adopting new assessment forms or enacting guidelines for programmatic assessment; it requires thoughtful consideration of the organisational supports necessary to drive and sustain change.

Learner support appears to be non-negotiable if we are to succeed in blending the decision-making and the developmental purposes of assessment within a single programme. However, what kind of support investments will yield the highest returns? Many authors have championed the value of coaching, academic advising or mentoring in bolstering the authors have championed the value of coaching, investments will yield the highest returns? Many authors have championed the value of coaching, academic advising or mentoring in bolstering the organisational supports necessary to drive and sustain change.

We should ask if there is room in our curricula for zero-stakes moments of learning, discovery and experimentation. Examples exist already. Simulation in postgraduate training may be distinctly set up as not being about assessment, but rather as offering an opportunity for practice, with the benefit of post-event debriefing to support more effective learning.73,74 Coaching programmes in which faculty members pair with learners to observe them work, in order to offer reflections on what they have seen and to make recommendations for future development, can be successfully implemented in ways that allow learners to let their guard down and engage with the process of continuous improvement.40

Perhaps the very term ‘formative assessment’ is problematic.51 For learners, assessment implies judgement and consequences. Words matter, and the impact of the word ‘coaching’ may offset the meaning of the ‘formative’ qualifier. Perhaps we are best to reserve ‘assessment’ for activities associated with judgement and decision making, and to use different and less threatening terminology to refer to activities intended to promote learner development. Coaching, for example, may capture formative assessment’s collection and use of data about performance to drive teaching and learning while limiting learners’ perceptions that they need to perform to succeed. The value of adopting coaching terminology may, in fact, be as much rhetorical as conceptual: the very word ‘coaching’ conjures images of activities that are driven by developmental goals.

CONCLUSIONS

Assessment may indeed drive learning, but must it be the only driver? We think not. Properly
harnessed, assessment strategies enhance learning, but a focus on assessment alone ignores the equally critical need for coaching strategies that foreground learning and development. Sound programmes of assessment reasonably aspire to provide both, but it is in the execution of this double-barrelled plan that tensions become evident. By grappling with these tensions, we can move productively toward new assessment approaches that encourage learner growth and development. The words of van der Vleuten et al. are helpful here: ‘... all actors in programmatic assessment must know what they are doing, why they are doing it, and why they are doing it this way.’ We must be explicit about the purpose of a teacher–learner interaction, the intent of any assessment or teaching tool we use, and the consequences for the learner in relation to how he or she performs. We must embrace and routinely reinforce an improvement model of learning and of working, so that performing confidently is replaced by striving for improvement as a guiding professional value.
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